DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) attacks overwhelm web servers and saturate a company’s connections to the internet—effectively slowing down or stopping business operations.

Merit’s DDoS Protection Service can protect you from sustained, volumetric DDoS attacks—keeping your services available and your internet connectivity running without interruption.

YOUR USERS WONT KNOW WHEN YOU ARE UNDER ATTACK.

Merit’s team of security and networking experts, known as the Security Operations Center (SOC), pro-actively monitor your traffic using best-in-class tools and threat intelligence. When they identify a sustained DDoS attack on your network, they will immediately contact you and begin the appropriate mitigation to keep your services up and running. Merit understands your traffic patterns better than anyone else, eliminating any false positives from automated systems.

With Merit DDoS Protection Service you can prevent valuable reputation loss and make sure that your student’s and faculty’s information stays safe, at a fraction of the price of other cloud mitigation services. Emergency DDoS mitigation can take hours to initiate and the set-up fees are significant. With Merit’s DDoS Protection, your internet-facing resources will be monitored 24x7 with mitigation steps ready to keep you online in the event of an attack.

• Full Service: Detection and mitigation included
• Backed by Merit’s Security Operations Center (SOC), a team of experienced, certified security and networking professionals
• Users will be unaware when you are under attack
• Prevent potential lost revenue and reputation
• Peace of mind — DDoS mitigation with a low annual subscription

Leveraging Merit’s buying power, our DDoS protection Service acts as an insurance pool for our Members, allowing them to access a fully managed DDoS monitoring and mitigation service at a fraction of the cost of other providers.